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Why Does Instagram Matter So Much?
Instagram is one of the most powerful tools to grow your wedding 
business and without having to pay extra money to advertise. It’s 
actually the fastest growing social media platform in the world. More 
importantly to you, wedding couples in your area are using 
Instagram multiple times a day.

Harnessing the power of Instagram can be extremely time consuming 
and costly if you hire an employee or contractor to manage your 
platforms. And you already know how time-consuming it can be if 
you’re managing all your profiles by yourself. That’s why we 
developed our platform, WedFan, to save your business time and 
effort.

WedFan was customized for the wedding industry by marketing 
expert Brian Lawrence and his team with precise parameters that 
will target wedding couples. WedFan will help your business succeed. 



Quick Facts about WedFan

WedFan is a wedding engagement 
platform for instagram that targets 
wedding couples. 

It will also help you target wedding 
vendors for networking purposes or if 
you are a bridal show producer, 
wholesale supplier, wedding magazine 
or website.



(Continued) Quick Facts About Wed Fan

The software is immensely customizable to 
makes your investment in cultivating your 
Instagram profile more productive and 
profitable.

The software will easily save you 3-8 hours per 
week of engagement and hundreds of dollars, 
which makes your investment in resources more 
profitable.



How WedFan Works for You:
We promise you: Extremely Detailed Targeting. 

We focus on finding wedding couples that have real business impact for 
you. We factor in your location(s), relevant hashtags, relevant keywords, 
gender, likelihood of engagement, and more. 

You get to choose how you’d like to engage with your new followers: Likes, 
Liking Comments, Follows, Unfollows, Follow Backs, Story View, Saving 
Posts, Direct Messaging, and more! We will discuss and implement the 
exact features that align with your business goals.



WedFan Case Studies

We tested the software with two 
wedding focused businesses to 
monitor the impact WedFan can 
make. Please look at the case 
studies on the next 2 slides.



 CASE STUDY: The Bride Link
The Bride Link wanted to seek out 
future brides and vendors to 
advertise on its website.

They began the software in the 
middle of September 2017. Since 
then, they’ve gained 1,000 new 
followers and more website 
visitors. 

This has increased the value of 
their website to vendors for 
advertising.

“We’re extremely happy with our 
results from your software and 
would recommend anyone 
looking to target local brides or 
vendors to use it.”

-Heather Greene, Owner, the Bride Link



 CASE STUDY: Lemon Tree Stationery
Lemon Tree Stationery was just 
beginning it’s social media journey 
when we implemented our software. 
They started with 38 followers.

They began the software in early 2017. 
Since then, they’ve gained 3,900 new 
followers and more website visitors. 

This has increased their visibility to 
invitation retailers as well as 
customers.

“Your help with our new website 
and the introduction or expansion of 
social media, including Facebook, 
Instagram, and Twitter has given 
better recognition to our company 
and its products.”

-Sandy Weiss, Vice President, Lemon Tree 
Stationery



Remember, we do all the work!
We know it's a lot to understand, but we 
wanted to share with you how versatile 
this tool is.

Let’s talk about the 3 main components 
that go into each engagement and action 
(Like, Comment, Follow, View Story, 
etc.):

● Settings
● Source
● Results



Settings: Tailored for You
For each engagement you’d like to perform, 
there are an endless amount of settings that 
allow you to tailor your reach. You may want 
to limit viewers to add or limit particular 
viewers based on language spoken. Maybe you 
want to set a sleep time so you aren’t liking 
photos at 3AM. You might need to blacklist 
certain users (competition), keywords, or 
hashtags to protect your business interests. 
You can even make sure you’re not liking old 
posts past a certain date.



16 features for enhanced 
engagement and management



Dozens of customizations to optimize 
your target audience.



Sources: Making it Relevant and Powerful
This part of the control panel is essential 
to how we make this successful for you. 
This is the component that determines 
who we engage with and how we do so.

As you’ll see in the next two slides, there 
are many factors that go into this: 
followers, followings, your competition or 
even partner/vendor recommendation, 
geolocations, hashtags, keywords, phrases, 
and more. 



These type of customizations help us to 
precisely define the audience.



Monitoring the Success of Your Campaign
This portion of the software lets us know how 
successful we are in our engagement and 
where we can improve. It helps us to go back 
and tweak your software over time and get 
the best results. For example, we can view 
which engagement was made (Follow, Like, 
Story, etc.) and the person's username. It also 
lets us know which Source (geolocation, 
hashtag, keyword, etc.) was tied to that user. 



Here are a few of our results in the Results tab. We can actually 
see the new followers and the Sources we used to target them.



More Follow results based on keywords



Further Engagements and Customizations
The next three slides will cover 3 other unique features that will help you 
succeed and give your profile an authentic approach to engagement:

● Sending a message to new followers introducing your company and 
event/service/etc.

● View stories by your target keywords/hashtags (another touch point to 
get attention)

● Save posts by your target keywords/hashtags (another touch point to get 
attention)



You can save posts of specific users. This is more 
advanced, but is useful to some businesses.



Stories are not new to Instagram, but they are often overlooked. We understand people’s behavior 
on Instagram and know that every time someone posts a story, they are looking at the people who 
viewed their story. This is a unique feature that is not offered anywhere else that can help keep 
you engaged with your current followers and find new followers.



The reason this feature is so important is that you can speak to people directly and address them 
by their First Name. It’s like having a personal assistant send out emails one-by-one! If they are 
following your business, they are engaged and want to learn more! It gives you an upper hand to 
introduce your business to people who didn't know you before and who want to know you.



All you have to do is post. We do the rest expertly and precisely.

And you won’t have to spend any time teaching us the ins and outs of 
your business. We know your business and we will customize our 
platform for you.

 You (or an employee or an intern) will save countless hours per week 
scrolling through hashtags, finding new users, exploring keywords, and 
locations. And even then, our software is more effective.

If you’re interested in targeting wedding vendors, you should check out 
the next slide.



We Can Also Target Wedding Vendors

If you produce bridal shows, 
publish a wedding magazine, or 
have an advertising online platform 
or blog, or just want to network, we 
can help you get the attention of 
vendors.



Here's How We Target Vendors
Remember how we target by not only hashtags, 
but also keywords? Our software scans through 
our selected keywords (San Diego Wedding 
photographer, Dallas Wedding Caterer, etc.) and 
targets these individuals.

It’s even more powerful than plain hashtags 
because we can target by the location (provided 
in the bio) combined with keywords such as 
(Photographer, Caterer, Florist, Invitation 
Designer, etc.)



WedFan is an Extension of You
If you tried to do this all by yourself or explain the nuances to an employee, it’d be too 
overwhelming!

Yes, there are dozens of software tools you can buy on the marketplace that have some very basic 
features (like, comment, follow based on hashtags only).

The advantages of WedFan are the amount of different features we have (Like Comments, Save 
Posts, View Stories, Follow, Unfollow, Follow Back, Direct Messages) and the effectiveness in the 
results.

In reality, it’d be overwhelming for a busy business owner or person with average tech skills to 
do themselves. 



In the next slide, you’ll see an example of a company using an automated fake comment: “Your 
profile is cool :)”. The comment has nothing to do with the subject in the photo and is 
unauthentic. 

This particular example exemplifies a company that has employed an inferior software that 
comments on user’s photos with a select group of generic hashtags and no ability to factor in 
geolocation. We don’t use that method because we have better capabilities.

This comment is linked to the hashtag #WeddingPhotography. This mean that the 
comment/phrase “Your profile is cool :)”  automatically comments on every photo or video that 
includes the hashtag #WeddingPhotography, even if the same person uses the hashtag on every 
photo they post or multiple photos within a short time frame. This person will notice that you 
are commenting with the same phrase time and time again, which can be damaging to your 
reputation. 

This is not how you want your business represented online. You also don’t want a person that is 
unfamiliar with the Wedding Industry to set up a software like this for you. You need a 
company that supports your business, not one that can potentially damage your reputation. 

Don’t let another software damage your reputation.





Another generic comment that is fake looking. We don’t rely on phony comments to engage with users. 
We won’t use this feature on your account. It’s too risky and we would rather use our other features that 
are equally as effective in gaining brand awareness and  more business potential.

Real
Fake



How to Get Started
If you’d like to get started, fill out this form and complete it to the best of 
your ability.

For immediate pricing, email Brian Lawrence.

Brian Lawrence,
Creator, WedFan
Wedding Industry Marketing Expert

www.brianlawrence.com

(201) 244 - 5969

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1g3a9S51mdyvhQNtRXdVMo1RSBe21wCHN5HehI-N5WFQ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1g3a9S51mdyvhQNtRXdVMo1RSBe21wCHN5HehI-N5WFQ
mailto:brian@brianlawrence.com
http://www.brianlawrence.com

